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Does your business use risk management programs? 

Even the most forward-thinking businesses experience losses, so it’s essential to be 
ready with risk management programs and response plans. The team at United 
Benefits Group can help you prepare your workplace, so you’re prepared to respond to 
a variety of scenarios.  

COMPLIANCE TOOLS 
Mismanaging compliance topics can lead to costly fines and a tarnished reputation. Use these 
attorney-written compliance tools to understand recent federal legislation handed down by OSHA, the 
Department of Transportation and other government agencies, and make sure your business stays in 
compliance.  

INTERACTIVE RISK ANALYSIS TOOLS 
Use multifunctional tools to evaluate various industry pain points. These customized tools are specific 
to your organization’s needs, so you can see how your business is faring and learn ways to manage 
your risk exposures.  

RESPONSE PLANS AND PROGRAMS 
To ensure a business's long-term success, you need to be ready to respond to many risks at any 
given time. These programs and response plans can help you and your employees prepare for a wide 
variety of scenarios, such as severe storms, cyber attacks, and workplace violence.  
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DOES YOUR BUSINESS ANALYZE RISKS BEFORE THEY BECOME A PROBLEM?
� Many businesses mistakenly believe that they only have to worry about risk management 

after an incident, but the truth is you can start saving now by implementing safety and risk 

evaluation programs. We can provide you with guides, workplace policies and other 

resources so you can protect your bottom line right now.

DOES YOUR BUSINESS HAVE RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS IN PLACE?
� Even the most forward-thinking businesses experience losses, so it’s important to be ready 

with risk management programs and response plans. The team at United Benefits Group 

can help you prepare your workplace so you’re ready to respond to a variety of scenarios.

ARE YOU TAKING THE PROPER STEPS TO KEEP YOUR EMPLOYEES AND BUSINESS SAFE?
� Creating a culture of safety in the workplace is key to keeping your employees safe and 

productive. Our library of documents includes employee-facing articles, safety manuals 

and other materials that can help you ensure your business’s safety.
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About 

United Benefits is an employee benefits consulting firm designed to guide 
employers and individuals through the complexity of planning, managing, and 
communicating a successful benefits program. We have diverse capabilities to 
help our clients. 

For more than 15 years, United Benefits has served clients with a high level of personal satisfaction. We work 
on a referral basis only. The core of our philosophy is trust and commitment, enabling us to build relationships 
with our clients. For the past 12 years, United Benefits partners with the most extensive wholesale employee 
benefit General Agent in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania. It has over 150 employees 
and manages over $4 billion in health care premiums. 
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